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Study context
The aim of the stakeholder analysis is to:
Identify stakeholders and their interests to provide input to dialogue
events whose expected outcomes are actionable policy
recommendations for effective implementation of modal shift measures
organized in 7 cluster topics (as listed and exemplified on the following slide).
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The seven cluster topics
Pricing instruments for modal shift

Supporting efficiency improvements
(e.g. avoiding empty runs, improving
load management, etc.)

Support measures for Combined
transport
Supporting new technologies for

intermodal transport (“smart rail”,
“smart CT”)
Identification of capacity
constraints/missing links/infrastructure
needs

Overcoming barriers for small
companies to make use of intermodal

Management of rail infrastructures

5
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02_ Review of
Stakeholder Analysis
methods (guidelines)
& pilot applications
to test suitability
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Stakeholder Analysis
By ‘‘stakeholders’’ we refer to individuals who affect or are affected by certain decisions
and actions (Freeman 1984). These individuals can be clustered into stakeholder categories
according to their similarity in views, position(s) on an issue, and how they affect or are affected
by the issue under discussion.
Stakeholder Analysis techniques can be grouped into four categories: 1) organizing
participation; 2) creating ideas for strategic interventions; 3) building a winning coalition
around proposal development, review and adoption; and 4) implementing, monitoring and
evaluating strategic interventions (Bryson, 2003).
All of the techniques are fairly simple in concept and typically rely on group discussion
using standard facilitation materials such as flip charts, marking pens, tape, colored stick-on dots
and so on.
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Stakeholders Analysis
Stakeholder Analysis techniques can be grouped into four main categories according to the
general purpose of application (Bryson, 2003):
1)

organizing participation

2)

creating ideas for strategic interventions

3)

building a winning coalition around
proposal development, review and adoption

4)

implementing, monitoring and evaluating
strategic interventions

Techniques of different categories sometimes overlap, and a selection of categories is discussed
here considering that our purpose is to identify stakeholders and provide input to workshops
whose aim will be to understand supporting elements and barriers to the implementation of
policies directed at shifting freight transport to rail.
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Stakeholders Analysis

MAPPING
METHODS
Social Network
Analysis (SNA) and
Net-Map (NM)
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GRID/DIAGRAM METHODS

VALUE METHODS

BAT, Power vs Interest grid, Stakeholders
Influence Diagram, Bases of power / direction
of interest diagram, Common good and links
to suprainterests, Support and opposition
grids

Public Value Mapping
(PVM) and Value
Mapping (VM)
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MAPPING
METHODS
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MAPPING METHODS
• Stakeholder Mapping can be
considered as a visual
process of laying out all the
stakeholders of a product,
project, or policy on one
map.
• The main benefit of a
stakeholder map is to get a
visual representation of all
the people who can
influence the project and
how they are connected.
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MAPPING METHODS
• The first step is to list and
analyse information to
determine which stakeholders
have an interest in a project,
whether they support or
oppose the project, benefit or
are harmed by it. The
analysis also includes
information on the concerns,
alliances or conflicts with
other stakeholders, degree or
lack of involvement in the
policy process, ability or
inability to affect policy
change.
12
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Social Network Analysis (SNA)

Social Network Analysis (SNA) is a method for mapping networks and identifying the pattern of
a group or organisation’s knowledge flow.
The primary focus of SNA is the interdependence of actors and how their positions in
networks influence their opportunities, constraints, and behaviors (Wasserman, 1994).
An analyst of social networks looks beyond attributes of individuals to also examine the
relations among actors, how actors are positioned within a network, and how relations are
structured into overall network patterns (Scott 2000; Wasserman and Faust 1994; Wellman and
Gulia 1999)
SNA can be used by a group as a process of “learning and understanding the (formal and
informal) networks that operate in a given field” (Hovland, 2007).
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Social Network Analysis (SNA)
The key stages of this method are:
1. identifying the network of people to be analysed;
2. gathering background information to understand the specific needs and problems;
3. clarifying objectives, defining the scope of the analysis, and agreeing on the level of reporting required;
4. formulating hypotheses and questions;
5. developing the survey methodology and designing the questionnaire;
6. surveying the individuals in the network to identify the relationships and knowledge flows between them;
7. use a software mapping tool to visually map out the network;

8. reviewing the map and the problems and opportunities highlighted using interviews and/or workshops;
9. designing and implementing actions to bring about desired changes;
10. mapping the network again after a suitable period of time.

14
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Social Network Analysis (SNA)
➢ social network concepts in relation to
resource management (Prell, 2009)
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Social Network Analysis (SNA)
Example application to the topic: Management of rail infrastructure
Step 1 - Identify stakeholders
1. Rail Infrastructure managers
2. Capacity allocation bodies
3. Rail operators
4. Intermodal operators
5. MTOs
6. Local communities/civil society
7. National authorities
8. Regional/local authorities
9. Shippers/consignors

Step 2 - Gathering background information to understand the specific needs and problems
Rail Infrastructure managers
Capacity allocation bodies
Rail operators
Intermodal operators
MTOs
Local communities/civil society
National authorities
Regional/local authorities

Shippers/consignors
Terminal operators

Needs & Problems
_Keep the infrastructures functional
_Increase the revenue from path charges
_Satisfy all capacity allocation requests
_Availability and reliability of desired paths
_Traffic conflicts
_Availability and reliability of desired paths
_Loading gauge
_Longer trains
_Timetable reliability
_Low external impacts of railway infrastructure and traffic
_Comply with EU regulations concerning air quality and noise
_Transport services support the local economy
_Comply with regulations concerning air quality and noise
_ Low external impacts of railway infrastructure and traffic
_Transport services support the local economy
_Transport services to set quality standards and low prices
_Reliable train timetables

Step 3 - Clarifying Objectives
Define and cluster the stakeholders who can discuss and enact policies.
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Social Network Analysis (SNA)
Example application to the topic: Management of rail infrastructure
Step 4 - Identify the relationships and knowledge flows between them

Example information flows:
1-2: Provides CAB with information to determine overall capacity availability;

2-1: Assign capacity to rail operators; declares congested parts of the network.
…..
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Net-Map method (NM)

Net-Map (NM) helps understand and visualize how stakeholder goals work out in an MSPMulti Stakeholder Partnership thus outlining the landscape of stakeholders and their
interests.
NM is an interview-based mapping tool that helps people understand, visualize, discuss, and
improve situations in which many different actors influence outcomes.
NM helps players to determine: 1) what actors are involved in a given network, 2) how they are
linked, 3) how influential they are, and 4) what their goals are.
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Net-Map method (NM)
The key stages of this method are:

19

•

Preparation: define goals and question (e.g. “Who can influence the success of the project?”), define links (e.g.
disturbing someone, giving support) and assign different colors to the links (i.e. giving support = red link).

•

Actor selection: ask: “Who is involved in this process?” Write names on actor cards and distribute on empty NetMap sheet.

•

Drawing of links: ask: “Who is linked to whom?” Go through the different kinds of links one by one (e.g. “Who
gives money to whom? Who disturbs whom?”). Draw arrows between actor cards according to interviewees
directions. If two actors exchange something draw double headed arrows. If actors exchange more than one thing,
add differently colored arrow heads to existing links.

•

Goals: ask according to pre-defined goals, actor by actor, e.g. “Does this actor support the goals?” Note
abbreviations for goals next to actor cards, allow for multiple goals where appropriate.

•

Influence Towers: ask: “How strongly can actors influence the project?” Ask interviewees to assign influence
towers to actors: the higher the influence on the issue at stake, the higher the tower.

•

Discussion: According to specific goal of your Net-Map exercise, discuss what this network means for the strategy
of the organization, where influence comes from, what happens in case of conflicting goals etc.
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Net-Map method (NM)

drawing links

set influence towers

Visualization of an influence network map, size of node reflects height of
influence tower (VisuaLyzer)

https://netmap.wordpress.com/about/
20
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Net-Map method (NM)
Example application to the topic: Management of rail infrastructure

Step 5 – Depict influence
(the influence towers)

Step 1 - Define goals
• improve the management of rail infrastructure
Step 2 - Define stakeholders
• Rail Infrastructure managers
• Capacity allocation bodies
• Rail operators
• Intermodal operators
• MTOs
• Local communities/civil society
• National authorities
• Regional/local authorities
• Shippers/consignors
Step 3 - Define links
• “gives directions”____________
• “expresses annoyance”________
• “gives support”___________
• “benefits”___________
21
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GRID/
DIAGRAM
METHODS
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Grid/diagram Methods
• Techniques mapping stakeholders with grids and diagrams build on one another and can be combined as
analysists see best.

• They typically involve brainstorming of the planning team on all items which in our case will not be
possible.
• They all start with listing all stakeholders.
• They all close with the discussion of the results: the analysts are asked to review the results of the
analysis and draw conclusions.
• The next slide outlines different methods and how the build on simpler ones.
• The methods are then outlined and exemplified in the following slides of the section.
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Grid/diagram Methods
Basic analysis
technique
BAT

Power vs
interest grid

Power vs
influence grid

Power
base/interest dir

Common good+
suprainterests

Support vs
Opposition grid

Participation
matrix / 1

Participation
matrix / 2

BAT/list of SH

BAT/list of SH

BAT/list of SH

BAT/list of SH

List of SH

List of SH

List of SH

Power vs
interest grid

Power vs
interest grid

Power vs
interest grid

Power vs
interest grid

Support vs
Opposition grid

List of SH role
in project

Interests and
impact table

Power vs
influence grid

Power vs
influence grid

Power vs
influence grid

Participation
matrix

Interest vs
influence grid

Power
base/interest dir

Power
base/interest dir

Participation
matrix

Common good
____
Links to
suprainterests
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List of Stakeholders
• All methods start with identifying stakeholders.
• For the sake of example we explore the use of the different methods by assuming we are working with a
rail infrastructure management project/set of projects as in the previous section.

• We assume relevant stakeholders are:
• Rail Infrastructure managers;
• Capacity allocation bodies;
• Rail operators;
• Intermodal operators;
• MTOs;
• Local communities/civil society;
• National authorities;
• Regional/local authorities;
• Shippers/consignors.

25
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Basic stakeholder analysis technique (BAT)
• List stakeholders.

• For each stakeholder chart the expectations of that stakeholder from the project against how well those
are satisfied (indicated with green/yellow/red dots to indicate expectations are met well/fairly/not met).
example charts for two stakeholders in a rail infrastructure management project
Rail infra manager
●
●
●
●
●
●

Improved availability of infra
Improved reliability of paths
Technologies leading to lower maintanance costs
Higher traffic volumes
Low impacts on own organisation
Resolution of traffic conflicts

Intermodal operators
●
●
●
●

Transport reliability
Availability of requested paths
Lower transport costs
Improved loading gauge

• Identify what can be done quickly to satisfy each stakeholder.

• Decide what the project needs from each stakeholder.
• Rank the stakeholders according to the importance to the project.
26
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Power vs interest grid
• After listing stakeholders or performing a BAT on them, they are placed on a chart as the following one.
• Where the interest of a stakeholder is the relevance for the project/issue whereas the power is its
capacity to affect the project/issue.
• Depending on the placement the situation of the stakehodlers is called as on the list on the right side of
the chart.
High interest

Players
Subjects

interest
Context setter

Crowd

Low interest
Low power

27
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Power vs interest grid
• For the rail infrastructure management project the chart could be drafted as follows:

High interest

Local
communities

Rail ops
Intermodal
ops

National
PA
IM

MTOs

interest
CAB

Low interest

Shippers/
consignors

Low power

28
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Stakeholder Influence Diagram
• Complete a power vs interest grid.
• Identify who influences who and why (with what means), draw the correponding arrow and qualify the
influence on the chart.
• Try to identify the key influence between a stakehodler pair, and consider only that one, though it is also
possible to have two way arrows.
High interest

A

G

H

F

C

interest
D
E

Low interest

B

Low power

29
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Stakeholder Influence Diagram
• For the rail infrastructure management project the diagram could be drafted as follows:

High interest

Local
communities

Rail ops

National
PA

buy services

Intermodal
ops

IM

MTOs

interest
CAB

Low interest

Shippers/
consignors

Low power

30
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Bases of power / directions of interest diagram
• Start from a power/interests grid.
• For each stakeholder (or for the most influential ones), draw a diagram that reveals:
• Where the power of the stakeholder comes from (focusing on the case application);
• Which are the stakeholder’s interests and goals and how they fit with the case application.

• Examine the diagram to unserstand how to leverage each stakeholder’s interests and make use of their
power to advance the project.

• Links from stakeholders to interests or power sources may also be indirect (e.g. one interest that is relevant
to the project follows from another one).
TORINO
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Bases of power / directions of interest diagram
• A draft application for the rail infrastructure management topic could the following one, referred to
infrastructure managers.

Comply with
Ministry directions

Increase revenue
from paths
Development of infra

Foster infra use

Upkeep of infra

Control
mgmt
costs

Control
maintenance
costs

Infra mngr
Statutory/concession
duties

TORINO
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Directions from
Ministry

State finance

Develop
own
depts
capabiliti
es

Path sale
revenues
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Common good and links to suprainterests
• This method follows from the construction of the bases of power / direction of interest diagram for the stakeholders in a
project.
• The method consists of looking for interests that are common to several stakeholders, mapping the common interests
(common good) and how they are linked to the interests of the stakeholders.
Interest A

Interest B

Interest C

• The general example reported shows several «common goods» while in applications it is possible that not many interests
will be shared across stakeholders.

• The final diagram helps revealing how to leverage interests, which approach or bargaining elements could be of
advantage, who could form coalitions.
• The link to suprainterests is an examinations how how the bases of power are linked to suprainterests so as to build
discussion points that leverage those bases of power and interests.
33
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Support and opposition grid
• After listing stakeholders or performing a BAT on them, they are placed on a chart as the following one:
High support

Low support
Low opposition

High opposition
Low power

power

High power

• The green areas houses stakeholders supporting the project, placed to the left or right of the central vertical line
depending on their power on the project.
• Similarly stakeholders opposing the project are charted in the lower quadrants.
• On the one hand the grid highlights the stakeholders to should be treated carefully (the powerful ones); on the other hand
it displays the reactions of the less powerful stakeholders and the strenght of such reactions.
34
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Support and opposition grid
• An example application to the problem of rail infrastracture management is displayed below:
High support
AB

Rail ops
National PA
IM

MTOs

Low support

Terminal
ops

Regional PA

Shippers
Local
communities

Low opposition

High opposition
Low power

power

High power

• Local communities are in a dashed frame to highlight that the reaction/behavious of stakeholders may well
vary within a type of project depending on how the specific project affects them. For instance, here local
communities may oppose strongly the project if it increases noise disturbance in urban areas. Alternatively
they may be neutral if they are not really affected.
35
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Participation matrix
• A stakehodler participation matrix indicates whether and how each stakehodler is involved during the
project (possibly differianting by project phase).

• It is compiled following listing stakehodlers and understanding their role in the project or after listing their
interests in the project that are summarised in a interest/impact matrix, which summarises contents similar
to those of ther BAT matrix and of part of a stakeholder influence/power matrix.
• The following partial example of interest/impact matrix concerns the rail infrastructure management
topic/projects:

36

Stakeholder

Interests

Project impact on interests

Rail infra manager

_Improved availability of infra
_Improved reliability of paths
_Technologies leading to
lower_maintanance costs
_Higher traffic volumes
_Low impacts on own organisation
_Resolution of traffic conflicts

_Medium positive
_High positive
_Low positive

Intermodal operators

_Transport reliability
_Availability of requested paths
_Lower transport costs
_Improved loading gauge

_Low positive
_Possibly low positive
_Possibly low positive
_Not on this line

….

….

…

Priority of stakeholder compared to
other stakeholders
3

_Low positive
_Low negative
_Low positive
4

…
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Participation matrix
• The early indication of the priority of each stakeholder is then refined by looking at the interest of each for
the topic/project (how important the expectations of each are for the success of the policies related to the
topic) and their influence on the project.

Low

Interest

High

• The following is an example drafted once more for the rail infrastructure management topic:
Local communities/civil society

Rail Infrastructure managers

Regional/Local authorities

National authorities

Intermodal operators

MTOs

Capacity allocation bodies

Shippers/consignors

Rail operators

Low

High
Influence

37
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Participation matrix
• Eventually, depending on interest (in this this case both own interests and interest for the project) and
influence on the project, the participation of each stakeholder to the projects of the topic may involve:
• Information of stakeholders;
• Consultation of stakeholders;
• Partnership with stakeholders;
• Control of stakeholders.
• The way to involve stakeholders may vary throughout the phases of the project as in the example picture
below:
Phase \ Action

Inform

Consult

Phase 1

A, C

B, D

Phase 2

C

A, B

D

E

A, B

C, D

E

Phase 3

Partnership

Control
E

….
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VALUE
METHODS
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Public Value Mapping (PVM)

Public Value Mapping (PVM) seeks to resolve the connection between public values and
policy outcomes by accounting for the observable institutional and other connections between
concrete expressions of public values and the policy outcomes they target.
PVM, is the intellectual exercise of systematically disentangling the pathways from values
embedded in policies to their outcome
To speak of public value is to speak of the social referent of public interest.

This section draws from Bozeman (2003) who applied the technique to knowledge development
and disseminationwith the aim of producing social outcomes. It is adapted here for our purpose.

40
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Public Value Mapping (PVM)

KVC (knowledge value collective) were the
stakeholders of the application from which
this scheme is taken
Identification of stakeholders can
require interviews to the policy
makers and final target users

Public values declared
Develop value analysis chains

The research programs
of the original case of
Bozeman (2003)
correspond to the
projects of our case

41
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Public Value Mapping
Example application to the topic: Management of rail infrastructure
Step 1 - Identify stakeholders
1. Rail Infrastructure managers
2. Capacity allocation bodies
3. Rail operators
4. Intermodal operators
5. MTOs
6. Local communities/civil
society
7. National authorities
8. Regional/local authorities
9. Shippers/consignors

Step 2 - Public values declared
Public values declared
_Provide effective infrastructure to railway undertakings
_Increase the revenue from path charges
_Maintain and develop the infrastructure

ID in value chain diagram
IM_PROVIDE INFRA
IM_INCREASE REVENUE
IM_MAINTAIN INFRA

Capacity allocation
bodies

_Satisfy all capacity allocation requests

CAB-SATISFY REQUESTS

Rail operators

_Revenue
_Avoid traffic conflicts

Rail Infrastructure
managers

Intermodal operators
MTOs
Local
communities/civil
society
National authorities
Regional/local
authorities

Shippers/consignors
Terminal operators
42

_Revenue
_Sustain or expand network
_Revenue
_Sustain or expand network

RU_REVENUE
RU_AVOID TRAFFICI
CONFLICTS
IO_REVENUE
IO_EXPAND NETWORK
MTO_REVENUE
MTO_EXPAND NETWORK

_Health quality of life
_Low noise disturbance

LOCAL_QUALITY OF LIFE
LOCAL_LOW DISTURBANCE

_Transport services that support the local economy
_Comply with regulations concerning air quality and
noise
_ Low external impacts of railway infrastructure and
traffic
_Transport services support the local economy
_Transport services to set quality standards and low
prices
_Smooth and reliable train dispatching

NPA_SUPPORT ECONOMY
RPA_AIR QUALITY & NOISE
RPA_EXTERNAL IMPACTS
RPA_SUPPORT ECONOMY
SH_QUALITY PRICES
TO_RELIABILITY
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Public Value Mapping (PVM)
Example application to the topic: Management of rail infrastructure
Step 3 – Value analysis chains
NPA_SUPPORT SUST
ECONOMY

RPA_SUPPORT ECONOMY

RPA_AIR QUALITY &
NOISE
CAB-SATISFY REQUESTS

IM_PROVIDE INFRA

RPA_EXTERNAL IMPACTS

IM_MAINTAIN INFRA
LOCAL_QUALITY OF LIFE

IM_INCREASE REVENUE
TO_RELIABILITY

LOCAL_LOW
DISTURBANCE

RU_REVENUE
RU_AVOID TRAFFIC
CONFLICTS
IO_EXPAND NETWORK

IO_REVENUE

MTO_EXPAND NETWORK
43

MTO_REVENUE

SH_QUALITY PRICES
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Public Value Mapping (PVM)
Example application to the topic: Management of rail infrastructure
The following steps, that are not reported here, entail the identification of the importance of the
values to the project/topic and the characterisation of how those values may be operationalised
(means-end relationships).

Then, metrics are established to measure progress and projects are identified. The last steps
follow from the selection of projects that comply with highly ranked values.
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Value Mapping

Value Mapping (VM) is a tool designed to help private companies to develop sustainable
business models focussed on filling the gaps to reduce value loss that uses a multistakeholder perspective and explores both positive and negative forms of value creation.
The VM tool aims to assist users in: understanding the positive and negative aspects of value
in a network of stakeholders; identifying conflicting values (i.e. where one stakeholder benefit
creates a negative for another stakeholder); identifying opportunities for sustainable
business model redesign – especially to improve societal and environmental impact – based
on qualitative value judgments.
While not necessarily suitable for public policy choices, this method is included to check whether
it add to the choice of methods by providing a further viewpoint.

45
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Value Mapping
The key stages of this method are:
• Identify stakeholder groups (around a diagram);
• Define the “purpose” (at the centre of the a diagram);
• Organise a brainstorming to answer the following questions, for each category of stakeholders, and fill out the
diagram:
o what value the organisation is creating and who is capturing that value?
o what value the organisation is destroying or what negative externalities is the organisation producing?
o what value opportunities of organisation missing value that has been created but no one captures?
o what opportunities for new or additional value creation?
• Organise a final brainstorm whose focus is on turning the identified negatives into positives to ensure a win-win
for all stakeholder groups.

46
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Value Mapping

Value mapping tool (Bocken et al., 2014)
47
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Value Mapping
Example application to the topic:
Management of rail infrastructure

National
authoritiesRegional & local
authorities

Shippers/consignors

Rail
Infrastructure
managers

Local
communities /
civil society
Purpose:
obtain
more a
reliable
train paths

Capacity
allocation bodies

MTOs

What value the organisation
is creating?
What value the organisation
is destroying or what
negative externalities is the
organisation producing?
What value opportunities of
organization / missing value
that has been created but no
one captures?
What opportunities for new
or additional value creation?

Rail Infrastructure managers
_Availability, reliability and safety
of train paths
_Land use

_Underused lines
_Empty paths

_New signaling system to provide
more paths at peak times
Local communities / civil
society

What value the organisation
is creating?
What value the organisation
is destroying or what
negative externalities is the
organisation producing?
What value opportunities of
organization / missing value
that has been created but no
one captures?
What opportunities for new
or additional value creation?

_Liveable communities
_Limitations to economic
activities

_None

_Push for use of the
infrastructure that takes into
account negative externalities

Rail operators
TORINO
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03_SWOT analysis
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SWOT analysis: introduction
Before delving into the SWOT analyses for the different methods reviewed in the previous sections
we would like to highlight that:
• All methods are intended to generate discussion among analysts participating to a brainstorming before getting to
the depiction of the stakeholder landscape
• The discussion in itself is a way to foster learning about the project and identify which points are unclear to the
analysts about the motivations or aims of stakeholders or about how and how strongly they are linked to one
another
• Indeed even just developing the simple test cases included here led to questions that went beyond this stage of
work
• All method are intended to foster further discussion among experts participating in the analysis as a step that
follows the finalisation of the diagram

Given the set up of the study we reckon that:
• Questions and considerations resulting from the next step of work may be included as cues at the workshop
preparation stage and brought up at those events, thus compensating for analyst’s information asymmetry at this
stage
• This makes way for the mutual understanding sought when choosing a suitable method
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SWOT analysis for mapping methods

Strengths

Weaknesses

Opportunities
Threats
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Social network analysis

Net-map

_uses social network perspective thus identifying
the relationships existing in the stakeholder
ecosystem
_outlines needs and problems of stakeholders
_identifies relationships among stakeholders and
how they operate
_provides a good general understanding of
stakeholders' landscape
_easy to read for people who did not take part in
elaboration
_Availability of many tools to map out networks but
can be carried out also without software

_identifies stakeholders' goals
_identifies relationships among stakeholders and
how they operate
_outlines possible opposition points from sh at
dialogue events (and prepares for seeking
solutions)
_location specific and project specific

_location specific and project specific
_list of needs and problems might be incomplete
due to limited information available to analysts

_location specific and project specific
_goals and links might be incomplete or inaccurate
due to limited information available to analysts

_revision after events might be used as base to
develop project participation

_revision after events might be used as base to
develop project participation

_usually carried out with input from several
planners

_usually carried out in a participatory event or with
input from several planners
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SWOT analysis for grid/diagram methods [1/3]

Strengths

Weaknesses

Opportunities
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Basic analysis technique BAT

Power interest grid

_outlines expectations of stakeholders and how well those may be
met by project
_supports identification of how a project is received and what can be
done to satisfy stakeholders expectations
_supports identification of issues for each stakeholder
_outlines roles of stakeholders in dialogues events (and prepares for
questioning possible attitudes different from expectations)
_outlines possible opposition points from stakeholders at dialogue
events (and prepares for seeking solutions)
_provides a good understanding of stakeholders' landscape
_easy to read by people who did not take part in elaboration
_can be carried out without special tools

_charts explicitly expected power on the project and
interest for the project
_prepares for suggested involvement of involvement
_may highlight stakeholders that have high interest
but little power, and should be taken into account
_easy to read by people who did not take part in
elaboration
_can be carried out without special tools

_does not highlight links across stakeholders
_location specific and project specific
_list of expected impacts might be incomplete due to limited
information available to analysts

_does not highlight links across stakeholders
_if used by itself does not look into stakeholders
motivations and expectations
_location specific and project specific
_by itself provides only limited understanding of the
stakeholder landscape, this can be corrected when
coupling with BAT
_it is sometimes hard to gauge the actual placement
of the stakeholders on the grid

_revision after events might be used as base to develop project
participation

_revision after events might be used as base to
develop project participation

_when made public stakeholders may strongly disagree with
conclusions
_usually carried out with input from several planners

_usually carried out with input from several planners
linksfoundation.com
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SWOT analysis for grid/diagram methods [2/3]

Strengths

Weaknesses
Opportunities
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Influence diagram

Bases of power / direction of interest
diagram

_as NM_power/interests grid
_visualises and qualifies key influence relationships across
stakeholders
_provides a good understanding of stakeholders' landascape
_easy to read from people who did not take part in elaboration
_can be carried out without special tools

_provides a good understanding of stakeholders'
landscape
_clarifies multiple sources of power of each
stakeholder and how such sources interact
_clarifies objectives and, when detected, chains of
multiple objectives
_good base to study in some depth the single
stakeholders
_easy to read from people who did not take part in
elaboration (though with some support as it may
become complex)
_can be carried out without special tools

_imposes simplifications on possible multiple influences between a
pair of stakeholders
_if used by itself does not look into stakeholders’ motivations and
expectations
_location specific and project specific
_by itself provides only limited understanding of the stakeholder
landscape, this can be corrected when coupling with BAT
_might be imprecise due to limited information available to analysts

_requires good understanding of
role/motivations/aims of stakeholders: best carried
out with stakeholder support
_does not highlight links across stakeholders
_becomes cumbersome to read for projects with
multiple stakeholders

_revision after events might be used as base to develop project
participation

_revision after events might be used as base to
develop project participation

_when made public stakeholders may strongly disagree with
conclusions
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SWOT analysis for grid/diagram methods [3/3]
Common good and links
to suprainterests

Support and opposition
grid

Participation matrix

_provides elements to leverage
common points to foster coalitions
_complex but readable output
_immediate extension of the bases
of power/direction of interests
diagrams

_clarifies and qualifies the influences
on projects that are found in a
power/influence diagram
_easy to read from people who did
not take part in elaboration
_can be carried out without special
tools

_outlines interests of stakeholders and how
they are impacted by the project(s)
_supports identification of issues for each
stakeholder
_outlines possible opposition points from
stakeholders at dialogue events
_looks to role of stakeholders in further
project steps
_provides a good understanding of
stakeholders' landscape
_easy to read by people who did not take
part in elaboration
_can be carried out without special tools

Weaknesses

_requires doublechecking of input
with stakeholders to be meaningful
_relies on the accuracy of the bases
of power/direction of interests
diagrams for each stakeholder

_provides only limited understanding
of stakeholder landscape
_relies on the accuracy of the bases
of power/direction of interests
diagrams for each stakeholder
_it is sometimes hard to gauge the
actual placement of the stakeholders
on the grid

_does not highlight links across stakeholders
_location specific and project specific
_list of expected impacts might be
incomplete due to limited information
available to analysts

Opportunities

_revision after events might be used
as base to develop project
participation

_revision after events might be used
as base to develop project
participation

_revision after events might be used as base
to develop project participation

Strengths
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Threats

_when made public stakeholders
may strongly disagree with
conclusions
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SWOT analysis for value methods

Strengths

Weaknesses
Opportunities
Threats
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Public Value Mapping

Value Mapping

_outlines expectations of stakeholders and how well those
may be met by project
_highlight links across stakeholders
_easy to read for people who did not take part in
elaboration (though with some support as it may become
complex)
_can be carried out without special tools

_The analysis of the social context of the research is a
part of the analysis, this it include social indices and
indicators
_It is either "prospective" or "summative"
_It is multi-level in its analysis, seeking to show linkages
among activities and stakeholders
_It is guided by a ‘‘public value model of science
outcomes’’ rather than a market-based or market failure
model

_does not always support identification of how a project is
received and what can be done to satisfy stakeholders
expectations
_becomes cumbersome to read for projects with multiple
stakeholders and several public values

_does not always support identification of how a project is
received and what can be done to satisfy stakeholders
expectations

_revision after events might be used as base to develop
project participation

_when official statements are used as starting point it
transparent in its sources
_revision after events might be used as base to develop
project participation

_it is suited to private company applications rather than to
public value furthering

_It is guided by a ‘‘public value model of science
outcomes’’ rather than a market-based or market failure
model
_usually carried out with input from several planners
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Selection of the most suited methods
We recommend a method that:
• Highlights stakeholders interests or goals and how they relate to the project.
• Indicates which links exist among stakeholders and why, to frame properly the possible behaviour of stakeholders.
• Flags up stakeholders of interest for the project even if not powerful, so as to ensure proper inclusion in policy
finalisation.
• Considers opposition points by stakeholders, rather than just motivations, interests and power.
• Whose results are easily readable without assistance, so as to enable sharing also before an event if required.

and further:
• Whose results are easily readable without assistance, so as to enable sharing also before an event if required.
• That can be operationalised on the seven cluster topic in the time frame of this contract.
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Selection of the most suited methods
Following the description of the methods, the SWOT analyses and the points indicated on the
previous slide we would advise to process with:
▪ the Basic stakeholder Analysis Technique (BAT), followed by the depiction of the stakeholder
landscape on a power/interest grid and a power influence diagram
or alternatively
▪ the Basic stakeholder Analysis Technique (BAT) followed by the application of the Net-Map
method
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